Using Library Services’ e-Journals A-Z List
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Do you have a favourite journal that you read regularly? Are you a researcher who needs quick access to a range of full-text journals? If so, start your search at Library Services’ e-Journals A-Z list.

The e-Journals A-Z list is Library Services’ definitive source for e-Journals. The list contains all of the e-Journals available in the library catalogue, plus thousands of e-Journals available through our subscribed databases.

Example: Patient safety monitor journal

If you search the e-Journals A-Z list for the title Patient safety monitor journal:
...you will find that it is available from CINAHL Complete® (from 2014).

For full text, click on the “EBSCOhost CINAHL Complete” link:
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Then click on the “Full text available via” link:
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You can then search (1) or browse (2) the volumes and issues available to NSHA employees:

![Publication Details For “Patient Safety Monitor Journal”](image)

If you are off-site or on a computer not connected to the NSHA network, you may be asked to log in after you click the “Full text available via” link. Simply use the same username and password you use to log in to your work computer and work email account.

While the e-Journals A-Z list provides quick access to electronic journals, keep in mind that it does not contain any of the library's print journals. If the e-Journals A-Z list does not have the journal you are looking for, search the library catalogue to see if it is available in print at one of our locations.
library sites. If the library catalogue does not have what you are looking for, you can request a specific journal issue or article through interlibrary loan. For more information, or for assistance using this resource and others, please contact Library Services.
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